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0
Order of Presentation of Grammatical Structures
in the Teaching of Russian

Howard I. Aronson, University of Chicago

When a beginning student of a foreign language makes a grammatical
error' it is important that both student and teacher be aware of its cause.
Very often that cause can be found in another languageusually the stu-
dent's native language, less often another foreign language he has studied
previously. Such mistakes due to interference from another language can
be of two types. In the first, more common type, the student errs in carry-
ing over patterns of English to Russian. Examples might include *On
pom6g otcd < "He helped his father" [direct obj.]; *Jd skazdl emit prijti <
"I told him to come"; *On skazdl, 6to On pri§el by < "He said he would
come." More subtle are those examples of interference in which the student
consciously avoids constructions which hav3 almost exact parallels in
English, feeling certain that they must be "wrong," and instead forms a
construction analogical to a parallel Russian construction. These could be
called instances of hypercorrectness. Examples are: *Mize gOlodno (analogy
to mne x6lodno, me tepid, etc ) "1 am hungry"; Ja xo6a, 6toby idt2 / Otoby
jd pad / tudd (analogy to jk xo6ft, Otoby On pad tudd) 0 "I want to go
there"; etc.

But such examples of interference from a language other than Russian
have another, deeper cause. More important than the factor of interference
is the fact that when the student makes a grammatical (as opposed to a
morphological) mistake, he generally is unaware of the real, structural
meanings of the Russian constructions he is learning. The so-called reflexive
verbs of Russian furnish a clear example of this. The student is almost al-
ways told that forms in -sja are "reflexive," i.e., that "the action is per-
formed upon the subject of the sentence," or is "reciprocal." He is given
such examples as Jd odevdjus', jd mOjus', vstreedemsja, uvidimsja, and
so forth. Little wonder that the same student will later write *Biblioteka
otkryvdet v v6sem' &soy, or even *mg 'Jae tri Oda zndemsja < "We have
known each other three years." Had he been given the real meaning of the
"reflexive," namely that it always marks a verb as intransitive and can
often be opposed to transitive forms without the -sja, such a mistake might
have been avoided. Similarly, the student must be told that "reflexive
verbs," being intransitive, can never take a direct object; otherwise such
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sentences as *6n boitsja etu sobdku will result. It is therefore an oversimplifi-
cation to say that these errors are due to interference from English. Tile
true source of the error lies in an improper presentation of the basic meaning
of the Russian structure.

One of the best ways of introducing the student to the basic meanings
of Russian grammatical constructions is by presenting the individual points
of grammar so ordered as to provide a maximal contrast of oppositions
existing within Russian and to underline how these oppositions differ from
the oppositions in the grammatical system of English.' The establishment
of this hierarchically arranged ordering is but one of the many areas in
which structural linguistics can come to the aid of the teacher of foreign
languages. Such an ordering must be based upon a thorough analysis of the
structures of the foreign language and the native language of the student.
To a certain extent this ordering is obvious; no one would introduce the
Russian preposition dlja before having introduced the genitive case, nor
the comparative of adjectives before the underlying positive forms. But, if
we regard language as a hierarchically organized, structured system (and
this is the basic assurr:ption of modern, structural linguistics), this ordering
should be applied to E,11 points of grammar; each point should occur in its
proper place in the presentation. This ordering must be determined on the
basis of the application of a series of at times conflicting criteria. The fol-
lowing four criteria, which will be discussed in greater detail below, are
basically linguistic in nature and must be co-ordinated with pedagogical
methodology to give the most efficient results. These principles are:

1. The basic form, i.e., that form from whic:-1 we can predict E.,11 or
most of the remaining forms, should be presented first.

2. Marked grammatical categories, and within the grammatical cate-
gories, marked grammemes should be presented before their unmarked
counterparts.

3. In general, foreign structures which differ from the corresponding
(translationally equivalent) English structures should be presented before
those where the corresponding English construction is structurally identical.

4. The grammar material should be evaluated with reference to its
relative importance within the language to be learned. (By relative impor-
tance is meant relative frequency, "functional load," etc.) The more im-
portant the grammatical item, the sooner it should be presented.

At every step of the presentation the student must be taught the mean-
ing of the Russian structure and its place within the total system of Russian
grammar; he should not simply be given the English translational equiva-
lent. Just as, on the lexical level, the student is told when a Russian word,
e.g., var, has no exact equivalent in English (i.e., it generally corresponds to
"evening," but may also correspond to "night" as in vjerci ve6erom 'last
night'), so the student must be made aware of similar differences on the
grammatical level.
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Let us begin the discussion of our four principles by taking the Russian
verbal system as an example. We shall attempt to set up a hierarchy of

presentation for the two aspects, perfective and imperfective, and for the
three tenses, traditionally (and to a certain extent, inaccurately) called
present, past, and future. The combination of these two sets results in the

following forms (based on the verb Mat' [imperfective] and sdelae [perfect-

lye]) :

Imperfective Perfective
Present delaj u
Future bildu Mat' sdelaj u3

Past delta sdelal

1. Basic form. The ideal basic form for the verb Mat', from the linguistic

point of view, would be delaj-. By the application of a series of rules, all the
remaining forms of the verb in question could be predicted.' But, in pre-
senting Russian to a beginning student, we cannot deal with such abstract
constructs. We must choose a form which actually occurs, and, more im-

portantly, that form which is given as the dictionary entry, since the use of

a dictionary is one of the goals the student must achieve. The infinitive

should then he the basic form. From it, in the overwhelming majority of

cases, the past tense can be predicted with little difficulty (exceptions being

such forms as idti : gel; nesti : nes, but vesti : vel), but it is more difficult

to predict the present (perfective future) on the basis of the infinitive; cf.

smotree, smotrel : smotrjg; bat' , belel, but beleju; Jitdi : eitdju; pisde,

pisdl : but pa g, etc.
But Russian verbs are learned not singly; they are learned in aspectual

pairs. The student must learn Mat' /sdelae, /proeitde, /napisde,

regde /rale , ustrdivae /ustrOie , etc. In most elementary textbooks the im-

perfective is taken as the basic form and the perfective is derived from it by

the addition of a prefix (s-, pro-, na- in the first three pairs above), or by

changing the verbal suffix, and, in certain instances, the stem vowel. There

is absolutely no way of predicting which prefix a given verb will take, and

it is equally difficult to predict what the perfectivizing suffix will be; cf.

uspevde, otkryvde , uznave , regde, iscezdt', all imperfectives ending in -de ,

with the corresponding perfectives uspee, otkrge, uzndt', resit', igeznue . In

all these examples there is certainly little predictability to be gained by

taking the imperfective infinitive as the basic form, especially since almost

all imperfective verbs with a prefix will end in -at', -jae . If we were to take

sdelae as our basic form, however, it would be easier to predict the imper-

fective; we would simply need the rule "drop the prefix to get the imper-
fective." Similar rules with a high degree of predictability could be supplied

to derive imperfectives from such perfectives as opisdt' , ustroie , otkrV, etc .6

t.
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2. Within every language there exist certain obligatory gramr tical
categories, such as aspect, mood, voice, tense, gender, number, cast . 14',ach
grammatical category can be viewed as composed of a series of underlying
oppositions, which we can call grammemes. In traditional terms, the gram-
memes of aspect are perfective, imperfective; of tensepast, present,
future; of numbersingular, plural, etc. It is often most expedient to dis-
cuss the grammemes in terms of binary oppositions, as, for example, the
opposition perfective/imperfective. In most instances one of the members
of the opposition will be more specific than the other, indicating the obliga-
tory presence of a certain grammatical meaning. The other member neither
indicates the presence of the meaning in question nor does it deny its pres-
ence. Thus the Russian sentence Tolstoj napisdl roman "V ojnci i mir"
indicates by the presence of a perfective verb that the writing of the novel
was completed, and this meaning remains no matter what context is found
in the sentence. The sentence Tolstoj pistil romdn "Vojnd i mir" may indi-
cate contextually that the writing was completed (KO pistil Rot romdn?
Tolst6j.) or it may indicate contextually that the writing was not completed
(On Mg° pistil etot romdn, no nikogdd ne ()Wail ego.) Such an opposition is
called privative, and the more specific member of the opposition is said to
be "marked" with respect to the non-committal "unmarked" member. It
follows that only the marked member has a definite meaning; the unmarked
member must be defined in terms of the marked. If these concepts are ap-
plied to the Russian aspectual opposition perfective/imperfective, we see
that if the environments of occurrence of the perfective are given, the en-
vironments not covered by that statement will be the environments of oc-
currence of the imperfective. The reverse, however, is not true. (We find a
similar situation in phonology. It is simpler to say that the Russian letter z
is pronounced /A/ word finally and before voiceless consonants and /V
elsewhere, than to say that z is pronounced // before voiced consonants,
before resonants, and before vowels and /g/ elsewhere.) Since the perfective
is the marked member of the aspectual opposition and because it, by its
very form, gives greater predictability of other forms of the verb than the
imperfective, the presentation of the perfective should precede that of the
imperfective.

The choice of the perfective infinitive as basic form implies that the
past tense must be presented before the present. If we examine the rela-
tionship between these two tenses we shall find that the past tense always
denotes an action which occurred prior to the moment of speech, while the
"present" tense can refer to past (as in the "historical present"), as well as
future actions; i.e., the past tense is the marked member of the tense opposi-
tion, and its earlier introduction before the non-past ("present") satisfies
our second criterion.

The presentation of the past perfective before the past imperfective
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has another advantage from the viewpoint of contrastive analysis. One
aspectual opposition within the English past tense is the reverse of that of
Russian. In English we oppose a marked durative (he was writing) to the
unmarked non-durative (he wrote). But all too often the student is led to
make the equation: on pistil : "he was writing" = On napiscil : "he wrote."
In reality there is no equation since Russian has no [marked] equivalent of
English "was writing" and English has no [marked] equivalent of Russian
napiscil. However, pistil and "wrote" might be equated since they are, each
in its own system, unmarked. (This explains why the most common English
equivalent of To lst6j pistil "V ojnil i mfr." is "Tolstoj wrote War and Peace.")

3. The presentation of structures which have no structural equivalent
in English before those which do have such an equivalent is in many ways
analogous to our second criterion. For the learner, these constructions will
be more "marked"; he will need more drill on them, and the earlier he be-
gins, the more the patterns can be reinforced. The use of the present tense
in Russian in general parallels its use in English (the major exceptions being
in indirect speech and the "I have been here five years" construction). The
past tense in Russian, however, presents the student with grammatical
categories of aspect and gender which are absent in the English verb. The
introduction of the past tense before the present has the advantage of rein-
forcing patterns of agreement in gender and number, since the Russian past
tense verb, like the adjective, has agreement for these categories, while the
present does not.

4. The fourth criterion, the relative importance of a given construction,
should be obvious. The Russian conditional and imperative are both more
marked grammatically than the indicative, but in terms of frequency of
occurrence the indicative is more important. There are also compelling
morphological reasons why the presentation of the indicative must precede
that of the marked moods: The student must know how to form the past
tense before he can form the conditional; similarly he cannot form the im-
perative without being able to form the present (or perfective future)
tense. Further, the past tense (and within the past tense, the perfective) is
more common in occurrence in Russian than is the present or future.

As a result of the application of the four criteria, we can establish the
following order of presentation of the verb: (1) past perfective; (2) past
imperfective; (3) non-past imperfective (clelaju); (4) non-past perfective
(sclelaju); (5) future (imperfective). We can summarize some of the ad-
vantages accruing from the presentation of the past tense before the pres-
ent:a (a) Aspect can be introduced at the very beginning of the first year of
Russian study. If it were introduced, as is most common, at the start of the
second semester, the amount of drill and reinforcement of this most basic
grammatical category is reduced during the first year of study by fifty per
cent. (b) Reinforcement of gender/number agreement. (c) Since the past
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tense is not marked for oppositions of grammatical person, there will be no
impetus for the learner to omit the subject personal pronouns, a rather
common mistake, often made by students who had previously studied
Spanish, and a mistake which is reinforced by the fact that the forms of the
present tense verb are marked for person. Students must not be allowed to
make the false analogy pail : "I write" = pistil : "I wrote." (d) The past
tense is more regular in its formation than the present; it usually can be
formed directly from the entry found in the dictionary, i.e., the infinitive.
(e) Choosing the perfective past as the point of departure for the verbal
system we achieve a high degree of predictability of the paired imperfective
verb.

In presenting the concept of aspect, it must be made clear that for the
Russian the use of such modifiers as &1st°, dolgo, kdiclyj den', is possible only
when the action is already viewed as imperfective. Similarly vdrag, vnezdpno,
etc., can be used when an action is viewed as perfective. For the American
the ordering is all too often reversed. He chooses the imperfective form of the
verb when he encounters "often," "every day," "always," etc., in a sentence
for translation from English into Russian. The bearer of the meaning "im-
perfective" is for him the adverb, not the verb. The presence of these modi-
fiers makes the choice of aspect mechanical; the student is not forced to
try to understand the basic meanings of the aspects, and thus rather than
abetting the learning process, these "clues" to aspect hinder it.

The order of presentation of the Russian verbal system has been shown
to correspond to the hierarchy of structures existing within Russian itself,
independently of its pedagogical advantages. But sometimes the presence
of a certain feature or features in the native language of the learner miti-
gates against a presentation mirroring the internal structure of the target
language. The order of presentation of the Russian cases furnishes an ex-
ample of this. The first case to be presented must. of course, be the nomina-
tive. This despite the fact that the nominative is in its meaning the least
marked case.' The nominative is for feminine, neuter, and a majority of
masculine nouns the basic form (criterion 1). From it can be determined
the gender of the noun and usually its stress pattern. Furthermore, it is the
form given in the dictionary. The nominative is most clearly opposed to the
accusative as the subject case to the direct object case. Nonetheless, the
accusative (especially of masculine, neuter, and feminine nouns of the third
declension) should not be the second case introduced. This is due not to a
difference in structure between Russian and English as much as to a simi-
larity in structure. In Russian (with the exception of animate [masculine]
nouns and feminine nouns of the second declension) the direct object of an
affirmative verb is formally identical to the subject, as it is in English.
Compare the following:

rr

Ls.
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The magazine is on the table. 2urnal legt na stole.

I see the magazine. JA vfAu Aurnal.

The student learning the accusative immediately after the nominative will
make the equation "magazine" [subj.] : "magazine" [obj.] = zurndl
[subj.] : &nll [obj.], thus reinforcing an English pattern when the aim
should be to introduce the student to the concept of case, a grammatical
category absent from the English noun.

The prepositional case is often presented immediately after the nomina-
tive. Here, to be sure, the concept of case is introduced at an early stage.
But for the American student the desinence of the prepositional case at this
stage carries no meaning; in the constructions v §kole, na pate, ob Ivdne,
etc., the desinence -e is for the student redundant. For him, the meanings
are carried by the prepositions, a pattern he is already used to from English.
It is not until he will be able to contrast v gkOle with v §1cOlu or o steno 'about
the wall' with o stenu 'against the wall' that the desinence will become a
carrier of grammatical meaning for him. And it is most important that the
student be trained to see the desinence. All too often, American students
will read a Russian sentence such as Sd§a govorit s brcitom o futbol'nom
mdt6e as if it were *Sci§a govorit s brdt o futbol'n ?mite', i.e., relying, as in Eng-
lish, on word order and prepositions to carry the grammatical meaning.
The student must therefore be introduced to the concept of case not as
merely a formal device, but as a marker of grammatical meaning.

The case that should follow the nominative in the presentation is the
genitive. Firstly, the genitive supplies added information for predicting the
other forms of masculine nouns with fleeting vowels, e.g., amerikdnec,
amerikdnca, and masculine nouns with desinential stress, e.g., 80, stold;
gardi, garaid. No such advantage is to be gained from the accusative.
Secondly, for the American student the genitive, by itself, clearly bears a
grammatical meaning, unlike the accusative and locative. Once the genitive
case has been introduced, its use to mark the direct object of a negated
transitive verb can follow.8 This has the advantage of presenting the stu-
dent with a pattern structurally different from the corresponding English
pattern (criterion 3). The pattern learned is:

The magazine is on the table. 2urnAl Ida na stole.

I don't see the magazine. JA ne vUu

The difference between subject and direct object is clearly marked by a dif-
ference in case. The fact that the negative construction is learned before the
affirmative and is consequently drilled for a longer period of time should
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help to prevent the occ Irrence of such sentences as *Jd ne
"The occurrence of such sentences as *Jd vizu iurncila after the construction
with the accusative is introduced is also unlikely, since in this instance the
use of the correct case form will be reinforced by the similar English con-
struction.

With the prior introduction of the genitive, the learning of the forms
of the accusative of nouns with no desinence in the nominative or with the
desinence -o, -e, becomes quite simple. The rule is: If masculine animate,
accusative = genitive. Otherwise, accusative = nominative.

Another application of our third (and second) criterion is afforded by
the possessive pronouns of the third person. All too often the student is al-
lowed to make the correlation ego = "his," ee = "her," ix = "their" be-
fore he is introduced to Russian svoj, svojd, svoe. Upon encountering the re-
flexive possessive pronoun he is forced to unlearn his previous correlation
and learn to discriminate between svoj and ego, ee, ix. The reflexive posses-
sive pronoun is marked with respect to the remaining possessive forms in
that its antecedent can only be the subject of the clause in which it occurs.
There is no such restriction on the remaining possessive pronouns. Further,
the reflexive possessive adjective has no real obligatory equivalent in Eng-
lish. It therefore must be learned before the unmarked possessive pronouns.
The rules are quite simple: when the thing "possessed" belongs to the sub-
ject of the clause, svoj, svojd, svoe must be used. Elsewhere m6j, tv6j, nci§,
vd§, egO, ee, ix are used.

In learning Russian the student must be aware that there are two levels
of equivalencies between Russian and English. If we examine the following
sets of sentences:

(1) I was hungry.
(2) I was hot.

Já byl goloden.
Alne 1410 Marko.

we will see that although the English and Russian of (1) and (2) are transla-
tionally (i.e., semantically) equivalent there is a structural or grammatical
equivalency only between the members of the first set. The student must
learn that the Russian does not say, structurally, "I was hot," but rather
says "To-me was hot." Similar examples of a lack of structural equivalence
include nine nrdvitsja, nine nu en, u menjd (est% etc. Due to the usual in-
sistence that the student translate Russian into "idiomatic, grammatical
English," he loses sight of the structural differences between the English
and Russian constructions, and, as a consequence, is often tempted to re-
place the correct nine, u menjd with the nominative jci, e.g., *Jd nrdvl3us'
etot film, *Jd niden novoe pal'16, etc. It would perhaps be useful to have the
student give a double translation from Russian into English: first a struc-
tural ("literal") translation and then a semantic ("idiomatic, grammatical
English") one.
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Another major cause of student errors in translations from English to
Russian can be ascribed not so much to a difference in patterns between the
two languages or to an ill-advised order of presentation, but rather to what
can be called a deliberate attempt on the part of the textbook author to lead
the unwary student into a trap. This occurs when sentences for translation
chosen do not correspond to the desired Russian structure while structurally
more equivalent English constructions do occur. Some examples are : "He
works Fridays" may result in *On rabotaet pjdtnicy (or pjcitnicami) since the
English construction is prepositionless; "He works on Fridays" is less likely
to be translated incorrectly. "He said he would come" traps the student into
omitting oto in translation; "He said that he would come" presents no tempt-
ation to omit the needed conjunction. "He would often read all eight" is
more likely to result in *On east° 6itd1 by vsjg nóe than is "He often read
(or "used to read") all night." "It is important that he understand every-
thing," with the English subjunctive, corresponds more closely to the de-
sired Russian sentence than "that he understands . . ." would. "He often
has breakfast at a restaurant" is moi.e likely to result in *U nego &1st°
zcivtrak v restordne than is "He often breakfasts . . . ." Such examples can
easily be multiplied. Their abundance in beginning Russian .'-xtbooks seems
to imply that exercises for translation from English to Russian have the art
of translation as their basic goal rather than the aim of drilling the student
in the active use of the grammatical constructions he is learning.

It may seem that tne above implies the need for teaching the beginning
student of Russian some basic principles of structural linguistics, as least
insofar as they apply to Russian. But this is exactly what the teacher must
attempt to do. The student has as his goal the acquisition of the structure
of a foreign language, for without that structure he cannot read, understand,
speak, or write. And linguistics is the study of the structure of languages.
The student is willy-nilly learning "linguistics," i.e., structure, when he
studies Russian; this is axiomatic and inevitable. It remains only for him
to be taught the real structure, the real system, or, in simpler terms, what
the Russian forms really mean. This is where the structural linguist must
make his contribution, in co-operation ith the language teacher. To divorce
language teaching from linguistics can only lead to the presentation of in-
accurate (if not false) statements of grammar.

OTES

1 Excluded from discussion here are what could be called "formal errors," i.e., mis-
spelled word improperly conjugated verbs, improperly declined nouns, ad-
jectives, etc. Thus *Jd cytkju ricsskyj .ajurrull would contain three formal errors and
no "grammatical" errors, while *Jd ne vizu svoj xorortju tovariM contains three
grammatical errors but no formal ones.
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2 Questions of ordering apply not only to grammatical categories but also to indi-
vidual lexical items. Examples of this include the relative order of presentation of
Russian li- constructions and interrogative intonation patterns on the one hand
and the verb (s)delat' on the other. If the last is introduced first there is a great
likelihood of the student producing such sentences as *Delaet Ivan Rat' knigu?
<"Does John read the book?" If the student learns 6ittiet li . . . ? first, and learns
at the same time that it is equivalent, i.a., to English interrogative constructions
with db, does, did, when he is introduced to Mat' there is a lesser probability that
he will use that verb in place of /i.

3 As will be seen below, the so-called "present tense" can refer to past, present, and
future actions. But so can the so-called perfective "future." For examples of the
perfective future used to refer to non-future events, see Dennis Ward, The Russian
Language Today (Chicago [c. 1965]), 241-242. In fact, if one were to carefully in-
vestigate the differences between forms such as dajti, and dam, re.kiju and rad, etc.,
it would soon be evident that the relationship between them is the same as that
between daval and dal, regal and rail, i.e., purely aspectual. Russian does have a
future tense, but it is formed only from imperfective verbs, with the auxiliary

davat' , lnidu resat', etc.
4 R. Jakooson, "Russian Conjugation," Word, IV (1948), 155-164.
5 The question may well be asked, how can one tell when the prefix is dropped and

when there is a change in suffix. in the case of napiatt' , the first operation is em-
ployed, resulting in pisat'; for opiatt' the second operation is performed, and we
get opisyvat'. Perhaps the best solution to this question is to talk about two sepa-
rate processes of aspect formation in contemporary Russian: (1) perfectivization,
i.e., the change of aspect of an unprefixed imperfective verb, e.g., pisat', to per-
fective by the addition of any prefix, e.g., napisat', opisat', perepisat' , pripiele ,
etc. This prefix changes not only the aspect of the verb, but also its meaning. In a
few instances the change in meaning is so slight as to be negligible. Such is the
case of napisat' , which can be viewed as differing from pistit' only in aspect.
(2) Imperfectization, i.e., the change of aspect of a perfective verb, which may be
prefixed as opisat' or unprefixed as resit', by a change in the suffix, e.g., opisyvat',
resat'. Here there is only a change in aspect; there is no concomitant change in
lexical meaning. For a further discussion of this approach, see IO. C. MaPaon,
IIRTIarOJIbH13Ift BI4,11 B cospet:ennom 60J1rapCISOM JurrepaTypHom 113bIlie (anatienne
3,110Tpe5aemie)," <<Borrpocbi rpammaTmcm 5oarapcxoro In,vrepaTypnoro Hztoca*
(M., 1959), 165-202.

6 It should be noted that the choice of the past as the first tense introduced implies
the prior presentation of the grammatical categories of gender and number in the
nominal system.

7 See Roman Jakobson, "Beitrag zur allgemeinen Kasuslehre," Travaux du Cercle
linyuistique de Prague, VI (1936), 240-288.

8 Concomitantly with the introduction of the genitive case the use of prepositions
taking a specific case can be introduced. The student should be simultaneously
introduced to the "derived conjunctional form," i.e., along with do + gen. he
should learn do logo, kak . . . , lest he produce such sentences as *do Petr prigel
`Before Peter came.' It should be emphasized that prepositions such as do must
always be followed by the genitive, whii9 the subject of the verb prael must always
be in the nominative. Further the object of the preposition is not Peter, but rather
his coming, which is expressed by a verb, which cannot be made into a genitive
form. Thus the preposition takes an "empty object" pronoun referring to the
action.
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